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Improving Generalization in Trajectory Learning
through Coordinate-free Shape Descriptors

Motivation
Robot learning by demonstration
is the acquisition of new skills through
observation of human demonstrations.
The focus here is on learning object
manipulation skills.

Generalization problem in learning: the trajectory coordinates
of measured demonstrations depend on arbitrary chosen references:
e.g. reference frame, reference points on object, location in space,
chosen velocity profile. Including these coordinate dependencies in
the motion model limits the model’s ability to generalize.

Research objective: improve trajectory generalization
methods by removing dependency on arbitrary choice of
coordinate references during the demonstration phase.

Overview approach

Coordinate dependencies

Coordinate-free trajectory description

Coordinate representation
Task requirements

Demonstrated
object trajectory

Transformation

- world reference frame

- object references

dimensionless
shape descriptor

timing: duration,
velocity profile
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Model Trajectory
Descriptor

Generalization

Generated
object trajectory

- world reference frame

- object references

- path constraints

- timing constraints

- robot platform

- obstacles

- human interaction

1. Transform demonstration to coordinate-free descriptor
extracting the shape, timing, and scale information

2. Build motion model from shape descriptor

3. Generalize to new situations from shape descriptor model using
constraint-based optimization to include new task require-
ments (possibly in different coordinate frames)

Coordinate-free shape descriptor

Definition: a description of local changes in the geometry of the
trajectory, having invariant properties

Example: extended Frenet-Serret invariants
Translation define three invariants in
local moving frame tra

w R:

• It1: change in object translation

• It2, It3: curvature and torsion rate
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Rotation define three invariants in local
moving frame rot

w R:

• Ir1: change in object rotation

• Ir2, Ir3: curvature and torsion rate
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Generative equations to reconstruct object translation obj
w p(τ )

and object rotation obj
w R(τ ) from the invariants:

Translation

tra
w R

′ = tra
w R
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Rotation
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Constrained trajectory generalization
New trajectories obj

w T (τ ) are generated as the solution of a
constraint-based optimization problem:

obj
w T (τ ) = argmin

I(·),objw R(·),objw p(·)

∫
‖I(τ )− Idemo(τ )‖2

W dτ error on shape descriptor

s.t. generative equations (1a)-(2b)
obj
w p(0) = obj

w p0,
obj
w p(1) = obj

w p1 boundary constraints position

obj
w R(0) = obj

w R0,
obj
w R(1) = obj

w R1 boundary constraints orientation

h(objw R(τ ), objw p(τ )) ≥ 0 extra path constraints

• Objective function minimizes shape descriptor deviation to
ensure similarity with the original demonstration

• Constraints include the new task requirements

Results
We illustrate the capabilities of the trajec-
tory generalization method using a single
demonstrated “pouring” motion.

: demonstration

: generalization

(a) New target poses for the same initial pose
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(b) eFSI shape descriptor

Comparison with jerk-accuracy optimization:

(a) Jerk-accuracy optimization
(minimizing deviation in task space)

(b) Shape descriptor optimization
(minimizing shape deformation)

• shape is better preserved using shape descriptor optimization

• transformation of coordinates is not explicitly stated, but
follows from the given constraints

Conclusions
Shape descriptors represent demonstrated motion trajectories in
a coordinate-free way allowing generalization to novel situations.
Constraint-based optimization is useful to combine the shape
descriptor model with new task requirements.
Future work tackles on-line trajectory generalization by employing
a receding window approach in the constrained optimization.
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